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saved? i dont think this will work because i downloaded the version above and tried to downgrade and it didnt seem to work. is there a work around? Hello, i have problems with wpa_supplicant and dbus, i installed ubuntu with wicd, and when i make "wpa_supplicant -B -i ath0 -c /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf -D /var/run/wpa_supplicant.wlan0.conf", everything ok, but when i do "service wpa_supplicant start", it says "WPA: Incompatible
cryptotype". I found something about the database of wpa_supplicant but i don't understand how i can fix it. Can someone help me? Hi. How can I enable screen locking when the lid is closed? rp2: The screen will always be locked when the lid is closed (unless it's a laptop). It's not a laptop, it's a desktop computer. rp2: Ahh, sorry. rp2: What video card? It's a Intel GPU + laptop, it just has a 15" screen. I'd like it to lock when the lid is closed. rp2: The way it's

currently set up (assuming you haven't changed anything) is that the screen will only lock when the laptop lid is closed. So when the lid is closed and the screen is unlocked, it will always go dark, but when the lid is closed and the screen is locked, you'll have to move the mouse to unlock it (and other things may not work then, like brightness and volume control). It does that, and I can unlock it if I move the mouse. It's just a nuisance. rp2: What desktop
environment are you using? Unity. rp2: Can you pastebin the output of "xrandr"? I'll reboot, one sec.
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